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Abstract 
Inventory denotes the assets and important resources utilised in an organisation or industry 
in which it offers various benefits for firm cash flow and persistent viability. If the production 
inventory of a company faces shortage or other problems such as greater operating cost due 
to interest payments on loan cash, the management will be in a critical situation, thereby 
leading to loss of customers and profits. This encourages organisations to implement 
inventory control, which aims for the lowest total cost of inventory, among others. Therefore, 
this study employed the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm to ascertain the minimum total 
cost of inventory. The algorithm characterised a swarm-based meta-heuristic algorithm 
comprised of three divisions of bee troops in the ABC model, namely employed, onlooker, 
and scout bees. The resulting outcomes revealed a minimum total cost of inventory 
obtainable of RM45.38, with an optimal order quantity of 37 units.  
Keywords: Inventory, Inventory Control, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm, Minimum 
Total Cost, Optimal Order Quantity 
 
Introduction 
According to Samak-kulkarni and Rajhans (2013), resources meant for use in an organisation 
or industry are called inventory. In the process, the manager is tasked with deciding the 
amount of safety stock can be kept in the production system as it is their responsibility to 
ensure the service level or minimise the inventory cost. Therefore, an accurate model for the 
inventory is needed to successfully attain the desired goal. Furthermore, Chuka, Oguejiofor, 
and Sunday (2016) have described business, organisation, or company holding the goods and 
materials otherwise known as inventory for the purpose of manufacturing, support activities, 
and trade. Moreover, Lemke and Lemke (2015) have detailed inventory as a weighty asset in 
most manufacturing companies, which is useful for generating a positive effect on their cash 
flow and continued viability. Therefore, inventory is undoubtedly essential for any entities to 
consistently grow and survive in the industry, whereby issues like shortage or greater 
operating cost due to interest payments on loan cash will be disastrous.  
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A company needs to fulfil customer demands by having enough inventory in the warehouses; 
however, these inventories come with holding costs and may be frozen funds that can be lost 
(Sohail and Sheikh, 2018). A stock system is an arrangement of plans controlling and 
preserving the inventory levels, which will allow the company to be notified of when to 
replenish theirs stocks and the size of orders for proceed (Samak-kulkarni & Rajhans, 2013). 
In real-life cases, the stock demands are uncertain and difficult to forecast due to seasonal 
changes. Thus, ordering the stocks at an accurate period and amount is essential to minimise 
the overall cost and increase the company profits. 
 
Other than that, they may face difficulties in determining the order size, whereby large stock 
sizes ordered allows the purchasing cost to be reduced. However, if the ordered stocks come 
along with a holding cost, it can be higher if they are kept for a long time since they are more 
than the demand. This situation will increase the holding cost and become a loss if the stocks 
are damaged or spoiled. In contrast, stocks ordered in small size despite higher demand also 
cause loss to the company. Another common issue is ordering the stocks at the right time, 
whereby the constant availability in the warehouse may render them unsure of the minimum 
stock required for restock. In sum, Barwa (2015) has said that the organisation or industry 
would require the stock directly when the stock is at the least available. 
 
Singh and Kumar (2015) have proposed the use of Genetic Algorithm (GA) in solving the 
inventory problem, whereby they aimed to determine the goods for emphasis and the 
number of inventory levels for storage by a specific supply chain member. Through this 
algorithm, the supply chain cost can be reduced when controlling the level of stocks at the 
respective supply chain members in the upcoming period. However, a high risk has to be dealt 
with supply chains where a deficiency of stocks can interrupt then general manufacturing 
strategy or inventory supervision, whereas a surplus on the inventory level is a managerial 
obstacle (Tanthatemee & Phruksaphanrat, 2017). Therefore, Tanthatemee and 
Phruksaphanrat (2017) have proposed the Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) and Fuzzy Inventory 
Control (FIC) to calculate the reorder points based on the demand capacities was handled by 
the FIC model with the help of the fuzzy logic toolbox of MATLAB. Moreover, the Economic 
Order Quantity (EOQ) stochastic model was matched to check the FIC system functions. 
 
The Optimal Order Quantity (EOQ) and total cost formula can be obtained through Eq. (1) and 
Eq. (2); 
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In this study, data from the website of Lokad Quantitative Supply Chain Company is adopted 
which includes the following variables: yearly demand of inventory items (P), carrying cost of 
one unit per year (Ch), and ordering cost per order in order (C0) to minimise the total cost of 
inventory. This data is a software company with a strong technological and mathematical 
centre, with aims of introducing state-of-the-art technology and science to supply chains. 
 
The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is used to obtain the minimum total cost since it is 
one of the algorithms highly effective in inventory control optimisation. 
 
Methodology 
Xu, Fan, and Yuan (2013) have attributed optimisation problems in several applicable areas, 
such as engineering, economy, and management. Thus, the social behaviour of fish, insect, or 
bird has inspired scholars towards resolving such complications, namely by introducing the 
swarm intelligence algorithm. Examples of such algorithms over the past years include 
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Firefly Algorithm (FA), Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO), and Particle 
Swarm Optimisation (PSO). Among these, Xu et al. (2013) have underlined ABC to perform 
fundamentally better, or, if nothing else, practically comparable to other swarm intelligence 
algorithms due to the experiments carried out via vast benchmark arrangement. 
 
In 2005, Dervis Karaboga introduced the ABC algorithm as a swarm-based meta-heuristic 
algorithm, announcing its function for optimising numerical difficulties and the intelligent 
foraging behaviour of honey bee swarm as an inspiration. According to Hadidi, Azad, and Azad 
(2019), the colony in the ABC model contains three divisions of bee troops, which are 
employed, onlooker, and scout bees. In practice, the colony is divided into two: employed 
artificial bees and onlooker bees. Employed bees will become scout bees once they abandon 
a source of food, whereby each food source is assigned to one employed bee. The illustration 
of this stages can be described as in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of ABC Algorithm 

(Source: Guo, Li, Tang & Li, 2017) 
 
Based on the above figure, this algorithm can be categorised as four stages, which are 
Initialisation, Employed Bees, Onlooker Bees, and Scout Bees. 
 
Phase 1: Initialisation of the parameters and population 
In initialisation phase, the scout bees will fix the control parameter and adjust the vectors of 
the population of food sources ( qx ) entirely. However, every food source ( qx ) is a key vector 

to the problem of optimisation and n variables, nmmxq 1; =  is embraced by every vector, 

which is to be boosted for minimising the objective function. 
 
Calculation of the initialisation goal is given in Eq. (3) below:  
 

( )( )mmmqm cdrandcx −+= 1,0                                                            (3) 

where rand (0,1) is a random number inside [0,1] based on the normal distribution, and mc , 

md  are the lower and higher bounds of the parameter qmx , respectively. 

 
Phase 2: Employed bee phase 
In this phase, employed bees hunt for new food sources ( qd ), which contain additional nectar 

within the area of the food source ( qx ), depending on the knowledge and nectar value in 

their memory. They would recognise a neighbour's food source and then calculate its 
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profitability (fitness). If the nectar value of the new food source is lower than the old one, 
they will abandon latter.  
 
Calculation for getting the neighbour food source is defined in Eq. (4) below: 
 

)( lmqmqmqmqm xxxd −+= 
                                               (4) 

where ix  is a casually preferred food source ( m ) is an arbitrarily selected parameter index, 

and qm  is an arbitrary figure inside the range [-1, 1].  

 
Once they have successfully made the new food source ( qd ),  an acquisitive choice is applied 

between qd  and qx . Later, the fitness value of the solution ( ( )qxfitval ) may be computed for 

the minimisation problem by working on the following formula:  
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Where ( )qq xf  is the objective function value of the solution qx . 

 
Phase 3: Onlooker bee phase 
The employed bees offer the probability values as computed using the fitness, which will be 
utilised by the onlooker bees in the ABC algorithm to select a food source. To achieve the 
goal, a fitness based selection method can be utilised. 
 
The probability value ( qT ) in which qx is selected by an onlooker bee can be computed by 

using the Eq. (6) below: 
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where )( qq xfitval is the fitness value of the thq  solution. Eq. (4) can be used to choose a 

neighbourhood source ( qd ) after the onlooker bees have selected the food source ( qx )and 

the fitness value is calculated by using the Eq. (6). Meanwhile, in terms of the employed bee, 
the onlooker bee generates a modification in the position of her memory and tests the 
candidate source fitness. If the fitness is lower than the former one, the bee remembers the 
new position and ignores the former. 
 
Phase 4: Scout bee phase 
Unemployed bees that collect their own food sources are called scouts. Similarly, employed 
bees whose solution cannot be enhanced over an encoded number of trials as specified by 
the ABC algorithm consumer, otherwise known as the “limit” or “abandonment criteria”, 
would be the scouts and their solutions are neglected. Then, the differing solutions will be 
noticed by the altered scouts. For instance, if the solution qx  has been neglected, the new 

solution found by the scout previously the employed bees of qx  can be defined. Hence, 
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originally unfortunate sources or made unfortunate due to misuse are uninhibited, whereby 
an unconstructive feedback behaviour will occur to equalise the encouraging feedback. 
 
Result and Discussion 
Table 1 shows that the maximum number of iterations is 200, population size is 100, and the 
number of onlooker bees that is equal to the number of populations (i.e. 100). Meanwhile, 
the abandonment limit parameter was approximately the multiples of 0.6 with the number 
of variables and the population size and acceleration coefficient equal to 1, respectively. 
 

Table 1: Parameter Settings for ABC Algorithm 

Description Symbol Value 

Maximum Number of Iteration MaxIt 200 

Population Size (Colony Size) nPop 100 

Number of Onlooker Bees nOnlooker 100 

Abandonment Limit Parameter (Trial Limit) L 120 

Acceleration Coefficient Upper Bound a 1 

 
Through the parameters used in Table 1, the minimum total cost of inventory was RM45.38, 
whereas the ordering cost per order was RM711.22. Then, the optimal order for the item of 
the inventory (i.e. connector) was 37 units. Thus, it could be concluded that the optimal 
solution for the minimising total cost of inventory by using the ABC algorithm was RM45.38 
at 37 units of optimal order quantity. 
 
Conclusion 
The inventory in a warehouse has to be enough to fulfil customer demands while the manager 
has to decide the amount of safety stock can be kept in the production system as they are 
responsible for the service level or for minimising the inventory cost. In case of lacking 
inventories in the business for manufacturing or issues such as increased operational 
expenses triggered by interest rates on loan cash, the company will be in a critical state and 
result in loss of clients and sales. This situation has led to companies or industries applying 
many strategies to control the inventory. 
 
To find the minimum total cost of inventory by using ABC algorithm, a set of data was adopted 
from the website of Paris-based Lokad Quantitative Supply Chain Company. The variables 
implemented were the yearly demand of inventory items, carrying cost of one unit per year, 
and ordering cost per order. This study specifically utilised data for the used item, namely the 
connector, which was of the electrical equipment category. Then, the MATLAB software 
version R2018a was employed as a tool to minimise the cost of inventory items by using the 
ABC algorithm. The result showed the best solution for the minimum total cost of inventory 
possibly obtained at RM45.38, with 37 units of optimal order quantity. 
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To encourage future researchers towards generating better outcomes in minimising the total 
cost, it is recommended for them to increase the number of populations or the number of 
iterations (i.e. instead of 100 populations and 200 iterations in the ABC algorithm). The higher 
the number of population and iteration, the bigger the random number generated and the 
more accurate the best solution would be. Besides, future researcher can utilise any other 
methods or improvements on the ABC algorithm to minimise the total cost of inventory, such 
as the Improved Artificial Bee Colony (IABC) algorithm. This is attributable to bees in IABC 
algorithm that explore more in searching for the best food source compared to the original 
ABC algorithm. 
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